DOSIS Systems
Supplies
Pill Cards
Rx Labels
DOSIS® pill cards are to be used exclusively in the DOSIS L60 Robotic dispenser. Each pill card includes the Front of the card only, plus the attached blister. The back of the card, or Lidding, is sold separately on a roll. Special DOSIS® labels are also available.

Stock DOSIS® Cards & Lidding

31 COUNT REORDER CARD
D1316 - 1/2” Deep Blister

31 COUNT CYCLE FILL CARD
D1316CF - 1/2” Deep Blister

30 COUNT REORDER CARD
D1306 - 1/2” Deep Blister

NOTE: Alternate size Blisters and Amber Blisters optional with additional lead time.
Custom DOSIS® Cards & Lidding

Submit your logo and let us create a 1 or 2 color custom layout.

31 COUNT FRONT

31 COUNT FRONT

30 COUNT FRONT

31 COUNT LIDDING

31 COUNT LIDDING

STOCK LIDDING FOR CUSTOM CARDS

ITEM D310LPB
NO MINIMUM
DOSIS labels are available in stock or custom, and can be ordered with or without a Reorder Tab. Internal DOSIS labels are produced without a perforation, so they can be machine applied.

**Stock DOSIS Labels**

- **Item:5946** for Internal Printer
- **Item:5947** for External Printer
- **Item:5948** for Internal Printer
- **Item:5949** for External Printer
- **Item:5966** for Internal Printer
- **Item:5967** for External Printer

**Custom DOSIS Label Samples**

Add your logo, highlights or color block sections to create Time Pass Labels.
DOSIS labels are available in stock or custom, and can be ordered with or without a Reorder Tab. Internal DOSIS labels are produced without a perforation, so they can be machine applied.

**Custom DOSIS Label Samples**
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**Custom DOSIS Bypass Label Options**

Choose one of these 2 Bypass labels to send out a uniform looking Pill Card in both DOSIS and Heat Seal.
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Die A-456 matches the DOSIS L60 4” x 2” label format, plus has a supplemental label.

Die A-463 matches the DOSIS L60 4” x 2” label format, plus has six auxiliary labels and a supplemental label.
One-stop shop for Packaging and Supplies

AUTOSEALER
- 3 SEC SEAL TIME
- Flat top design creates extra work space.

MEDICATION CARTS
- Available in Cream + Wood Like colors
- Most popular sizes in stock.

PATCH
- QUICKLY CORRECT DISCREPANCIES.
- Save time adhering Patch to back of the affected cells.

DEBLISTERER
- REMOVE PILLS IN SECONDS
- Punch out meds from returned cards.

Rx Systems Inc.
121 Point West Blvd.
St. Charles, MO 63301-4409
800.922.9142 Toll Free
636.925.0001
636.925.0041 Fax
e-mail: sales@rxsystems.com
www.rxsystems.com

St. Charles, MO (Headquarters) Gilbert, AZ Hanover, PA Richardson, TX Central, FL
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